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Group Trim 

Line input Trim 

[Line] 
Selects Group or Line input

DAW input Trim

[Phase Reverse] 
Reverses Phase of Group or Line 
signal

Routing switches for Large Fader. 
Routes the signal coming from 
the Large Fader to groups 1-8 
and Master 1 and 2 mix buses.

Routing switches for Small Fader. 
Routes the signal coming from 

the Small Fader to groups 1-8 and 
Master 1 and 2 mix buses.

[Insert On] for SF path,  
and for LF path (opposite).  

Insert Send is always active, and 
can also be used as extra send/
direct out. The switch activates 

the insert return

[Insert Post EQ] for Small Fader, 
and for Large Fader (opposite)  

Insert is standard after the input 
trim. [Ins Post] moves the insert 

point just before the Small Fader, 
post the Middle Channel Section.  

[IP Rev] swaps the input of the 
LF and SF paths.  
When out (not engaged), the 
Group / Line input uses the SF 
path, and the DAW input uses the 
LF path.

[Direct Out LF] sends the Large 
Fader output to the Direct Output. 
When this switch is out (not 
engaged), the Small Fader output 
goes to the Direct Output. 
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* You can think of the IP115 module as being a standard inline input module with Line and DAW inputs, 
which it actually is.  Line and DAW inputs go through Small Fader and Large Fader paths, but can be 
swapped on multiple positions through the channel 

* In addition to this, the IP115 can be used as group master module, turning the complete channel (or 
actually one part of the inline channel) into master for the specific group. 

*  As standard (all switches out) the Group input will go through the Small Fader path 

* The IP115 features 2 insert send / returns - one for Large Fader and one for Small Fader - with 
respective connectors on backpanel / patchbay 


